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Abstract 
Parasites such as malaria accept disturbed variation of life unit’s growth through 
uncountable stratospheres of mosquito vector. There are transcriptomes with distinct 
species, Ribonucleic acid sequencing (RNA-seq) is a predominant protein sequence 
expression process leading to increase genetic query identification. RNA-seq calculate 
records of gene expressions and imposes machine learning diagnostic enhancements 
techniques. Biological data learning approaches for analyses have been suggested by 
numerous researchers. An Independent Component Analysis (ICA) feature extraction 
dimensionality reduction algorithm is proposed to draw hidden components from RNA-
seq dataset with high dimension, utilizing KNN and Decision Tree classification 
procedures to evaluate the performances, the study attained a performance metrics of 
81.7.7% and 73.3% classification accuracy respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
The next-generation sequencing proficiency high-throughput has generated abundant datasets 
widely, with enormous volume of data that allow biologists to carry out investigations and 
determine challenging transcriptions of genes, for instance RNA and ailment relationships such as 
melanomas, contagions (malaria, fevers), heredities, transmissible, biological, and so on [1].  
An African malaria blood-sucking parasite (Anopheles gambiae) having significant vectors 
of Plasmodium falciparum is very deadly. Antimalarial state-of-the-art and medicines has 
increased, the need for advanced medicines requires improved genetic organism understandings. 
Anopheles Mosquitoes specific endurance parameter of expression of genes has remained a need 
for building enhanced comprehensive predictive model for transcriptions of malaria vector [2] [8]. 
RNA-seq produces receptive revealing genetic inquiries that defines faltering efficient biological 
design by enhancement of sequencing learning. RNA-Seq information entails removal of high-
dimensionalities [3]. Technologies have enhanced approaches in developing state-of-the-art health 
care models for example smart health nursing systems, enhanced treatments, diseases and 
complaints analyses [4]. Quite a lot of machine learning approaches are established with 
suggestively evaluating enormous sum of RNA-Seq data developments with mutable achievable 
rates for learning related biological frameworks [5-7]. 
In this study, ICA technique is utilized to draw out hidden components in the given data, KNN and 
Decision Tree classification approaches are carried out to determine different genetic outlines 
respectively by delivering a developed classification accuracies methods for predicting and 
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2. Reviews 
Huge genetic dataset of individuals possessing or not possessing diseases applies 
computational approaches for genes accountable for presence of distinguishing diseases. 
Several procedures are used for recognizing Differentially Expressed Genes (DEG), 
Machine Learning (ML) is an important process for finding differences between human 
genomic features. Numerous approaches have been proposed in investigating and 
classifying of numerous diseases exploiting machine learning technology. Gene expression 
outlining approaches using innumerable machine learning approaches and current study 
work gaps predictable in examining gene expressions are discussed [4]. 
An evaluation of Autism field disease using blood-based gene expression profiling RNA-Seq data 
to detect and classify using ranked clustering investigation, SVM and KNN classifiers were 
proposed with an evaluation accuracy of 93.8% [9]. An RNA-Seq data using clustering and 
classification was carried out on an integrated valuation, by highlighting methods occurring 
recently as predominant scRNA-seq data variations for providing data descriptions 10]. A 
supervised learning technique for 12 cancer RNA-Seq gene grouping using ranking large 
ensembles of genes restrained was proposed using variable rank measures on random forests 
classification algorithm. There results showed a supervised gene selection learning-based 
approaches in trainings data and spot the requirement of utilizing feature selection methods on 
analysis of genes [11]. Classification of RNA-Seq data uses a supervised approach to predict a 
comprehensive procedure on a mononuclear cell, pancreatic material, colorectal growth tissue 
removal, and mixing dendritic cells datasets with single cells classification, by merging impartial 
feature selection reduced dimensional space method and displayed scPred classifies distinct cells 
with better accuracy [12].  
An RNA-DNA investigation indicating low expressed genomes jointly inclined PAH ailment was 
proposed using a state-of-the-art feature selection and improved classification algorithms on an 
irrelevant set of genes, their result shows the small-expression clustered genes are close-fitting at 
expecting and characterizing transformation of PAH [13]. Stomach cancer data classification using 
CNN deep learning approach was proposed, its application to data expression was demonstrated on 
60,000 genes of data, heatmaps, PCA, and CNN classification algorithm associates experimental 
data, it studied the protein sequence and evaluated them with 95.96% and 50.51% accuracy 
respectively.  RNA-Seq disclosure of concealed records in malaria vermin was proposed by 
relating the distinction of RNA-seq technique to deconvolute transcriptional difference for 500 
vermin, and revealed hidden distinct transcriptional signs [15].  
An ensemble classification algorithm for cancerous data was proposed with C4.5 decision tree, as a 
supervised machine learning approach on seven microarray data and correlated these approaches in 
this experiment, bagged and boosted ensemble learning was noticed to advance better as a 
classifier [16]. Designing an investigative ensemble classification method was proposed for cancer 
gene expression data, using a mutual Recursive Feature Elimination with Ada-boost ensemble 
enhanced classification algorithm evaluation [17]. Gene expression cancer data classification was 
carried out using an effective ensemble classification method for increasing classification 
performance results, which shows less dependent ensemble results on originalities of individual 
training set [18]. An enhanced ensemble classification selected feature model tree was proposed 
using an ensemble-based by means of random tree and feature selection wrapper-based procedure 
to develop classification that originates a subclass using bagging-ensemble, wrapper-based system, 
and random trees. The feature selection removes the unrelated features and selects optimum 
features for classification and evaluated the performance, with a classification accuracy of 92% 
[23]. Numerous dimensionality reduction approach for gene expression investigation was 
proposed, an instantaneous and bases of the software were stated in the preceding segment for 
feature extraction process [24]. 
3. Materials and Methods 
Investigation of high dimensional data have been carried out by several authors, this learning 
proposes an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) feature extraction for RNA-Seq huge data 
and an Ensemble classification algorithm for an improved performance on genes of 2457 instances 
and 7 attributes from a western Kenya data, containing transcriptions of mosquito genes with 
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disparities in transcripts of deltamethrin- resistant and susceptible Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes 
and shown in table1 [19].  
Table 1. Dataset Features 
Dataset Attributes Instances 
Mosquito Anopheles Gambiae 7 2457 
 
3.2 Methods 
In this study experimental tool using MATLAB was proposed to assess the provided data [19], 
ICA was proposed to extract latent component features and perform the ensemble classification 
algorithm approach [20]. 
 
3.2.1 Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 
ICA is an esteemed extended conservative of PCA since the separation visor of independent bases 
from linear grouping [24]. The original fact of ICA possesses uncorrelation of universal PCA. Built 
n x p on data matrix X, with rows ri (j=1…, n) reckon to observed variables and columns cj (j=1…, 
p) are entities matching variables. ICA model of X is as follows: 
X=AS       (1) 
With complete overview, A is a n x n fusion matrix, where S is a n x p is a basis matrix with the 
need of statistically independently conceivable. Independent components are original variables 
kept in rows of S, with variables detected linearly composed independent components. The 
independent components achieved by learning the precise linear groupings of the detected 
variables, then union can be reversed as: 
U = S = A
-1
X = WX     (2) 
3.2.2 Kth Nearest Neighbours 
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm is a supervised knowledge classifier approach for gene data, 
the result of innovative occurrence request is classified built on mutual KNN cluster. KNN 
algorithm uses neighborhood arrangement for value evaluation of innovative, it classify novel 
entity built on features and training models. KNN uses no model to appropriate retention. 
Particular features are specified as an involvement to this segment. The K
th
 principles that are 
contiguous to the query opinion are carefully chosen, distance among query-instance and training 
models are considered. The distance is fixed and nearest neighbors created on the K
th
 least distance 
is resolute, group Y of the nearest neighbors is grouped and uses unassuming common group of 
nearest neighbors as prediction value of the query instance, by fragmenting any draws arbitrarily 
[21]. 
3.2.3 Decision Trees 
Decision tree is a classifier that recursively divides instances space by means of 
hyperplanes orthogonally to its axes, a derivation node representing a feature model is 
developed, the instance fragment space is built on attribute values functions. Individually 
new data sub-space is divided to original reiterative sub-spaces till finish condition is 
encountered and leaf nodes are allocated respectively to a class label denoting class of 
common instances checked in the sub-space. It is very important to set the right end 
condition for overfitting and underfitting that can suffer loss in accuracy. Most algorithms 
have built in mechanisms dealing with overfitting known as pruning. New instances are 
classified by directing after tree-root to down layer of the leaf, rendering the test result 
path [22]. Decision tree yields unstable effective models, if the given training datasets 
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slightly vary, the ensuing models can be dissimilar totally, decision trees are used in 
classifier ensembles frequently. 
3.3 Performance Evaluation 
Machine learning model performance assessment entails some proof metrics such as the 
confusion matrix which is frequently used in analyzing classification model illustrations 
from the experiment sampling model [4], [25].  
3.4 Applications 
Analyzing genes suggests an enhanced pathway to recognize RNA-Seq data, determining 
appropriate genes are supportive in developing many applications like improved 
treatments, analyzing diseases, realizing protein sequence and medications, cancer 
classification, complaints such as typhoid, malaria, and so on. Machine learning 
technology for discovering strategies and inconsistency amongst data possesses great 
algorithmic tools useful on several fields. MATLAB is employed to achieve the aim of 
this study [16]. This study predicts RNA-Seq Malaria database knowledge using the 
MATLAB tool with computer system configuration having processor-iCore, RAM-8GB, 
64-bit and 2015a MATLAB implementing tool. 
4. Results 
In this study, Mosquitoes Anopheles Gambiae RNA-Seq data with 2457 uses an ICA 
algorithm to reduce the curse of dimensionality by fetching the latent components, spots 
and remove uncorrelated Features that adopt determined modifications with a lesser 
number of Key Components, this study gives important genetic factor information 
beneficial for additional learning. KNN and Decision Tree classifiers were carried out on 
the MATLAB environment tool for the proposed model. 
In this study, ICA was used as a feature extraction technique generated 25 signification 
latent Component features of genes, KNN and Decision Tree classifiers uses a 10-folds 
cross validation in evaluating the classification model with 0.05 holdout was used as a 
data parameter for training and 25% for testing and removing the sampling biases of the 
classifier knowledge evaluation procedure, the evaluation results are built on time 
computation and performance metrics [25]. 
In this study, ICA-KNN and ICA-Decision Tree were compared with 81.7% and 
73.3% accuracy results individually and procedures of the confusion matrix result output 
are revealed below. 
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Figure 1. Experiment Data Display. 
In this study, ICA algorithm was used to extract hidden components from the dataset 
shown in figure 1, and passed the features extracted into an ensemble classification 
algorithm, the reduced data is also passed into a decision tree classifier, the results and 
scattered plot of the reduced data are revealed in the figures beneath. Confusion matrix 
shows a resolution of performance metrics and shown in figure 4 and 5 below 
respectively. 
 
Figure 2. Scattered Plot of the Reduced Data. 
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Fig. 3. Classfiication Results Using ICA-KNN and ICA-Decision Tree Algorithms 
 
Figure 4. Confusion Matrix for RNA-Seq Data Classification Using ICA-KNN 
TP=36; TN=13; FP=8; FN=3 
 
Figure 5. Confusion Matrix for the RNA-Seq Data Classification Using ICA-Decision Tree
 TP=32; TN=12; FP=9; FN=7 
In this study, Mosquito Anopheles Gambiae RNA-Seq data was copied [33] containing 
2457 gene features, ICA was utilized as a feature extraction algorithm, with relevant 
hidden components for classification utilizing Ensemble classifier, decision tree was also 
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used and the performances were compared. The outcome displays the efficiency of this 
approach. The result displays ICA-KNN performs better than ICA-Decision Tree in terms 
of a reduced amount of training time and accuracy performance, the evaluation is revealed 
and compared in table 2 below. 
 








Accuracy (%) 81.7 73.3 
Sensitivity (%) 92.3 82.1 
Specificity (%) 62.0 57.1 
Precision (%) 81.8 78.1 
Recall (%) 92.3 82.1 
F-Score (%) 86.7 80.1 
 
 
Fig .6. Result Classification Chart 
In this study, classification of mosquito anopheles data was investigated and enhanced, 
quite a lot of studies have been carried out by different authors utilizing the performance 
metrics, the result chart is displayed in figure 6 above, the results of this study proves that 
ICA can enhance classification productivity for KNN and Decision tree classifiers. 
5. Conclusion 
In this study, prediction and detection of malaria is carried out using machine learning 
procedures like dimensionality reduction (ICA) and KNN and Decision Tree 
classification procedures. Investigation and assessment of the performance carried out 
showed KNN performs better than Decision Tree Classification algorithm. 
Classification of malaria vector data was improved; the outcomes shows ICA as a helpful 
algorithm to advance classification productivities. 
Future works can carry out hybridized ICA for classification of RNA-Seq dataset. 
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